President addresses college on Covid-19, *March 10, 2020*

FRC Leadership is in frequent communication with Plumas County Public Health Department (PCPHD) and following guidance from the Center for Disease Control (CDC) and the California Community College Chancellor’s Office (CCCCO). Updates are being communicated to students and staff via email and FRC app (google play, iOS) notifications. At this time there have been no confirmed cases in Plumas County, however we are acutely aware that this has the potential to change quickly. Faculty and staff have been asked to begin preparing course materials and support services for online delivery should there be a need to suspend in-person instruction. At this time there is no planned campus closure or switch to online course delivery.

We understand the broad and ever-changing developments around COVID-19 may be causing considerable anxiety. Please know that the FRC leadership is monitoring the situation and acting to minimize risk while preserving our instructional integrity.